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Access to the Simulator

https://korner.ragni.com/


Example of a configuration
Fill in the name of the project 
and the city

1. Choose a module
in the dropdown list

2. Click here to add the module 
to the configuration Buttons to select one or more colors and/or a seaside option

Deleting a module

Validating a 
configuration will 
generate a configuration 
number.

Create a new configuration
Be careful to validate the current configuration 

before clicking, otherwise all information will be lost.

Generate the configuration
summary in PDF format
(possible once the configuration is 
validated)



Apply several colors to the bollard

Uncheck « Unique color"

Change the color on the 
desired module

You can filter the colors by 
typing directly in the field

A paint color field 
appears for each module

The multi-color 
added value is 
added here
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Constraints
The KORNER is subject to technical constraints, therefore certain configurations are not possible. 

In this case, a pop-up window opens, to inform.
Then move your mouse over the sentence in red to know the constraints related to your configuration.

As long as there are constraints you will not be able to validate your configuration.
(Cf, page 7 to know all the constraints related to the KORNER)



Configuration number

CONFIGURATION
SUMMARY

The total height of the bollard

Summary of the case

Color by 
modules

Module 
configuration

Article code of the 
modules

Once your configuration has been validated, the 
following icon will unlock

By clicking on it, a new tab opens with a PDF file 
summarizing the configuration.



Web Browser

• Make sure there is no zoom applied to your browser window as this could affect the correct display of the simulator.

The simulator is compatible with the latest versions of the main browsers.

• When you click to generate the configuration summary in PDF, a new tab opens. Make sure that your browser 
does not block the opening of the new tab.



Technical constraints related to the modules

Module Constraint Situation

Max total height: 6m  (reason mechanical strength) The bollard is 6m long and we wish to add an additional module

Light marking Always in the last position, it cannot receive any other module above it The markup module has been added and we would like to add a module above

Communication Always in the last position, it cannot receive any other module above it
The communication module has been added and we would like to add another 
module above it

Camera

Mini positioning 2500mm (anti-vandalism reason)
The bollard measures less than 2500mm and one wishes to add a camera 
module

With panoramic cameras it's impossible to have a 1500 base

With panoramic cameras, it is obligatory to have a 2500 or 3500 base with 
double door

With panoramic cameras it is not possible to have the USB option on the base

Limit of two horizontal and vertical vision cameras per bollard

Loudspeaker

Limit the number of loudspeakers to 4 per bollard This is the number of loudspeakers, not the number of loudspeaker modules

If 1 camera horizontal and vertical vision, 2 loudspeakers max per terminal

If 2 cameras horizontal and vertical vision, no loudspeaker possibility

Wifi Mini positioning 2500mm (anti-vandalism reason) The bollard measures less than 2500mm and we wish to add a wifi module

Detection Positioning between 3m and 4m50 (reason for optimal functioning)
The bollard measures either less than 3m or more than 4m50 and you wish to 
add a detection module

Decorative
Customization area: 850x120 /

Decorative modules cannot be piled up if there is one with backlighting
(reason clutter)

Two decorative modules are stacked and one or both with backlighting is desired

4sided lighting

Impossible to add a 4-sided lighting module directly on a decorative module, 
whether with or without backlighting. 
(reason of clutter or visibility of the connection)

A deco module has been added and we would like to add a 4-sided lighting 
module

Above a 4-sided module, only one of these modules can be added:
loudspeaker, communication, detection, light marking, camera, wifi or spacer 
300 (reason mechanical strength)

A second module is to be added on top of the 4-sided light module

It is desired to add the non-accepted modules above a 4-sided lighting module 
(i.e. modules: decorative, highlighting, 2-sided lighting, 4-sided lighting, spacer 
500 and 1000)
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